Praise for
Healing Promises
“An intriguing, multifaceted plot peopled with believable, authentic characters. There’s a lot more to this
story than just bringing down the bad guy.”
SUSAN MEISSNER, author of Widows and Orphans
“Once again, Amy weaves a suspenseful tale of intrigue that will leave you begging for more. Healing Promises
is heart-wrenching and powerful. The chase to stop a killer kept me turning the pages, and Clint and Sara’s
story broke my heart and kept me cheering for them right to the last page. Whether you want an emotional
story straight from the heart or a suspense full of twists and turns, Healing Promises delivers it all.”
WANDA DYSON, author of Intimidation and Why I Jumped
“In Healing Promises Amy Wallace does what so few writers are willing to do: She looks down the gun barrel of
reality, and she does it without flinching. This novel was so real, it nearly breathes on its own. I highly
recommend it.”
BRANDT DODSON, author of the Colton Parker Mystery series and White Soul
“Healing Promises was one of the most compelling stories I read this year— full of spiritual depth, rich with
authentically drawn struggles, yet also packed with hope. Amy Wallace humanizes the typical heroic character
in a powerful way. I identified with Clint’s battle as his own body betrayed him and with Sara’s journey
toward trusting God even when it hurt too much to hope. I couldn’t put the book down and left the story
encouraged and inspired.”
SHARON HINCK, author of the Becky Miller books, the Sword of Lyric series, and Symphony
of Secrets
“From page one, Healing Promises captures your attention—and your heart—and doesn’t let go until the deeply
satisfying end. Amy Wallace has crafted another must-read.”
MARK MYNHEIR, homicide detective and author of The Void
“Amy Wallace is a master of heart-tugging suspense. She has a gift for creating realistic characters struggling
with haunting life situations, even as they battle bone-chilling villains. This book satisfies on multiple levels.”
JILL ELIZABETH NELSON, author of the To Catch a Thief series
“Amy Wallace’s greatest gift as a writer is her unflinching honesty. Her characters are individuals who wrestle
with the thorniest questions a Christian can encounter: Do I trust that God is truly working out all
circumstances for my good? Is the source of my joy and hope found in the circumstances of my life, or in
Christ alone? Is His grace truly enough for me? The answers to these questions don’t come easily or
comfortably, but the end knowledge is worth every moment of the struggle.”
HEATHER NATIONS, cancer survivor
“Amy Wallace does an amazing job of bringing to life the conflicting feelings of cancer patients and their
families—fear, worry, and anger fighting with faith and hope. At the same time, she weaves in the agonizing
search for a child killer who could strike again at any moment. You won’t want to put the book down.”

RENEE KOSTER, cancer survivor

